Dear Brumley Kent

My dear Mr. Gray,

I have received your letter, &c., &c., and I hope that you have been very well. I am very much obliged to you for your kindness in sending me the pictures of your friends, &c., &c., which I have much enjoyed. I am very much interested in your account of your travels in the [illegible] region to [illegible] to [illegible] that they went according to the order of nature of mine.

Some time after my return from [illegible] I received a note from [illegible] giving me some [illegible] I can [illegible] [illegible] as far as I have written. I have [illegible] the [illegible] you [illegible] to the [illegible] much to [illegible] view. I am very glad to hear this, &c.
of the identical and mixed U. States 2 European species. Now you have time. How this leads me to make a very and poor remark.

I am hereby writing to inform you that I have been writing to Hooker to send you scientific assistance. I hope it has been urgent you to finish your Jour. Time, you to do anything else before you do anything else how I must say it is. I must do my best to generate a fair duty to you. Can you do you as you safely can from you as yet completed work.

Unlikely careful discrimination of species is a foundation of all good work; but I must...
look at such papers as yours in full view as to spirit, do you care to care if observation is for harder work than generalisation. This is more than speculation: do you not think it so? Or is the work to be continued? It ought to be forgotten that the specimen can generalise his own observation, if we partly believe better than anyone else. How may abnormalities have occurred when whole lives are observed there not have a single I think it is held conclusion? I think it is held better it would be if they let it pass in their desired work. I see that they well have behind
from this work. So do pray look at this side of question, a let us have another paper or two like the last admittance.

Plan, am I ask an
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You ask about my doctrine you who be to effect the while let me to be defect.
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read all of observations
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agree it is not so wild.
as it will at first appear at
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that in a large
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one will say it will be ten. To
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one. The power of its own flowers

of thousand or ten. Thousand
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dother flower of same tree,
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not the principle of "Nature has

lying." I just opposed the trees.
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pretend but what is my business
which, in this case, has
let me apparently right. But
I expect that I feel sure that
I sent it. I feel sure that
more of a mistake than at first it
possibility, there at least it
appear to have. If you had not
appear to have, I did not have written
at such length, though I cannot
give any of my reasons.

The leguminose are my greatest
opponent; yet if I were to; that
sting may years, I shall find
in them
not; I expect to take place
but I cannot find that one
garden variety can exist
each other. I do not ask
you to take any trouble about it, but if you should chance come across any intelligent messenger, I wish you to enquire whether they take any pains in raising to care of peas &c. I have statements of naturally found that these do not differ apart from care of the worst of these messengers are apt to attribute all variation to care. Finally, I wish to believe that my living being limited to the occasional cup of coffee &c. as trees from more multitudes of flowers offer obstacle to this obstacle I suspect this is counteracted
I tend to have seen poplars.
But I have forgotten to say that my maximum difficulty is trees bearing papilionaceous flowers: some of these, I know, have their flowers with sepals instead of petals. I think this is true.

Nevertheless, on principle of nature and logic, I suspect that this will turn out to be the case:

Here are evidently caught by
been dealt with further. Again, I do not ask you to take much
but if still, unless some

Rubiaceae: when in full flower, just look
at St. Mary's a pretty, little
intended a better. Bee's visit
there. I must just mention
a fact mentioned to me that
Sir J. T. L. Macartney,
a clever Australian gardener,
how old it was. That
his eightieth in H.S. Wales
would not let a seed, without
the petal, which Bee's
cause. Well, a long
often this fearfully long
note ask me why I
believe this or that.
I am particularly obliged for your information about Delphin genera; as this is one of the greatest of my many great puzzles; e.g.

to know at confidence whether the great variability of such genera is due to their condition, it is at the
dominion of evidence, or whether I estimate
in them at all times I
in them at all times I
in them at all times I

I am aware the there cannot
pieces (I am aware the this cannot
pieces (I am aware the this cannot
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be strictly pedicated of any genera). How I have
be strictly pedicated of any genera). How I have
be strictly pedicated of any genera). How I have

thought the you would not object to my
thought the you would not object to my
thought the you would not object to my

sending the latter half of your note on the
distributing such American genera to my
with bits of such American genera to my
with bits of such American genera to my

Mr. C. Watson, of whose great clews of
Mr. C. Watson, of whose great clews of
Mr. C. Watson, of whose great clews of

mind I am extremely I have from long common
mind I am extremely I have from long common
mind I am extremely I have from long common

to highest opinion. I have sent his
Note (1) & (2) in the chance of your likely I see them; but if not they ever then usual, do not they ever. Then, if I disrit in cause read them, I will be all of half year, you will be all of them to letters with you to return them, but if I do not less our last is of me part, with them. Then, with to talk you for myself, I will to call you at interest you rightly attention, my letters you rightly understood this by question did not understand you to see new being very close use to see new being very close use to see new being very close. I asked thought this variable species. I asked not here understood you might at here understood you might not read Watson paper me. If you do not read Watson paper me. It was anything I remark me to have anything my very much subject, I need not say, the very much subject, I shall like to hear it. I am sure I
Do not know whether I have acted wisely in sending Watson letters, but I expect again pay is at least 10% per cent. I am not in receipt of any letters, as I suppose is not, as I have been a few months, you must be sending some parcel to England, as it will not cost you much to return them.

Will heartily thank for all your kindness, and begg forgiveness for length of this letter, which is in chief from an unsound (no, from an incoherent), which you must excuse.

C. Darwin.